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Choose the most appropriate option among (A), (B) and (C) which completes the sentence and 

make it meaningfully correct. 

1. The survey ________________ across 24 states paints a sorry picture of school education. 

(A) for the report carried out in 28 districts 

(B) for the report carry out in 28 districts 

(C) for the report carried out into 28 districts 

(1) Only A (2) Only B (3) Only C (4) Only A and B (5) None of them 

2. That peace has now been shattered by Union minister who __________________ be banished from 

school and college curricula because it is “scientifically wrong”. 

(A) have demanded that Darwin’s theory of evolution 

(B) has demanded that Darwin’s theory of evolution 

(C) has demanded that Darwin theory of evolution 

(1) Only A (2) Only B (3) Only C (4) Only A and B (5) None of them 

3. It’s not surprising that our schools and universities are in such parlous condition, ________________ last 

week no less than by poor global rankings of our universities. 

(A) as attested to in the ASER report released 

(B) as attested to by the ASER report releasing 

(C) as attested to by the ASER report released 

(1) Only A (2) Only B (3) Only C (4) Only A and B (5) None of them 

4. For a country that aims to be a global growth hub, the latest Annual Status of Education Report (ASER) 

for rural_________________.  

(A) India make for dismal reading 

(B) India makes or dismal reading 

(C) India makes for dismal read 

(1) Only A (2) Only B (3) Only C (4) Only A and B (5) None of them 

5. Technology __________________ without accountability.  

(A) cannot be improve public trust in institutions 

(B) cannot improve public trust in institutions 

(C) cannot improved public trust in institutions 

(1) Only A (2) Only B (3) Only C (4) Only A and B (5) None of them 

Answer- 1. (1) 2. (2)  3. (3)  4. (5)  5. (2) 


